Pour concrete in two pours:
1 - Cover the feet to secure the box in place, let concrete set.
2 - Fill hole & finish concrete.

CRITICAL AREA - Must have a lip on top. Concrete must fill against this back sloped surface.

Roll or pour track surface up to the vertical edge of the back of the box (view A).

Roll or pour track surface up to the vertical edge of the side of the box (view A).

Roll or pour track surface up to the vertical edge of the side of the box (view A).

Roll or pour track surface up to the vertical edge of the side of the box (view A).

Pour or roll out track surface onto cover to complete surfacing.

VIEW A
- Vertical Edge of Box
- Track Surface (surrounding area)
- Concrete

VIEW B
- Vertical Edge of Box
- Track Surface (surrounding area)
- Concrete

BACK AND SIDE EDGES: Pour or roll out track surface up to the vertical edge of the box.

FRONT EDGE: Cut or pour the track surface up to the front of the cover. It should be in line with the front of the vertical edge of the tray.